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The New Ireland Fund:

Banking on Continued
Economic Recovery in 2013
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he New Ireland Fund was
incorporated in December
1989 with the investment
objective of achieving long-term
capital appreciation, primarily
through investment in equity
securities of Irish companies. The
Fund is designed for US clients
and other investors who wish to
participate in the significant changes
made in the Irish securities markets
in recent years. To take advantage
of these changes and to advance
the Fund’s investment objectives,
the investment strategy of the

managerial team has shifted its focus
to concentrate more directly on
Ireland’s growth companies.
Typically, the Fund looks to invest
at least 80% of its total assets in
equity and fixed income securities
of Irish companies. In cases where
this investment threshold is not
met, the Fund has the flexibility to
invest the remaining assets in nonIrish organizations that are listed
on a recognized stock exchange. In
some instances, the Fund has elected
invest up to 25% of its assets in
equity securities that are not listed
on a securities exchange. As of
January 2012, the Construction and
Materials sector made up the largest
percentage of sector holdings,
followed by Food and Beverages,
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Transportation and Health Care, as
these sectors most directly tied to the
growth story in Ireland’s economic
recovery.
2011 as a Turning Point in
Ireland
The New Ireland Fund’s portfolio
allocation is based primarily on the
view that 2011 was a turning point
for the Irish economy, with economic
growth stabilizing during the year
and turning positive, with preliminary
data showing that Irish GDP posted
a yearly increase of 1 percent. In
contrast, some of the other troubled
economies within the Eurozone
produced far worse performances.
Greek GDP declined by 5.5 percent
in the most conservative estimates,
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with some preliminary estimates
calling for even greater declines.
Portuguese productivity dropped
by 2 percent and even the UK, which
typically shows stronger output,
grew by only 0.7 percent for the year.
The European Union as a whole
did perform better, showing a rise
of 1.5 percent in 2011 but it should
be remembered that most of this
growth was seen in Germany, where
productivity was particularly strong
in 2011. If German data is excluded
from this figure, the growth rate
in Europe posted only a modest
increase. The economic performance
in Ireland during this time is
somewhat remarkable in that growth
rates reversed negative trends in
2011, and the psychological effects

of this change will likely encourage
productivity in the next few years as
well.
Key Milestones for the Year
Looking at specific economic data
released n 2011, we can see that
the fiscal deficit in Ireland came in
stronger than what was expected in
the official budget forecast, and was
better than the 10.6 percent target
set by the EU and IMF. The actual
fiscal deficit is now set to come in at
roughly 10 percent of GDP. “To beat
the IMF target by 0.5 percent of GDP
is mildly significant but it is more
important to note the psychological
impact of achieving better than
expected budgetary numbers,” says
Owen Fahey, Chief Economist of
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Kleinwort Benson Investors, which
advises the New Ireland Fund.
“Declines are normally expected
by consumers when a country
is experiencing severe financial
difficulties, and this return to positive
growth should be encouraging for
confidence data going forward.”
One of the key milestones set
during 2011 was the substantial recapitalization of Irish banks, with the
main commercial firms securing a
Tier 1 capital ratio (the ratio of capital
to risk-weighted assets) of 14 to 20
percent. The nation’s largest bank,
the Bank of Ireland, currently has a
Tier 1 capital ratio of 14.5 percent,
while most banks in developed
nations have banks with Tier 1 capital
ratios of roughly 10 percent. “This
means that it is fair to say that Irish
banks are amongst the most wellcapitalized in the world” says Fahey.
“Although many continue to face
write-offs and losses on existing
loans, the massive recapitalization
that occurred in March of 2011 is a
significant sign of progress.”
Another encouraging feature in
2011 was the reduction in borrowing
costs in the bailout loans supplied
to Ireland by the EU and IMF. Late
in the year, the cost of these rescue
funds dropped substantially (by
approximately 300 basis points) as
the European Union decided it was
no longer necessary to charge a
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Looking at specific
economic data released
n 2011, we can see
that the fiscal deficit in
Ireland came in stronger
than what was expected
in the official budget
forecast
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Outlook Beyond 2012
In terms of sector performance,
the Fund sees various levels of

“

Equity markets reflected
the strength seen in
the Irish economic data
and posted gains in
2011, even when global
markets were down
in Euro terms over the
course of the year

strength in different sections of the
economy, with the consumer sector
likely to remain under pressure in
the near term. “Fiscal policy will
remain very tight, and although
the budget deficit has come down
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somewhat already, it is still going
to run at about eight and a half
percent of GDP this year,” says Noel
O’Halloran, Chief Investment Officer
of Kleinwort Benson. “Ultimately,
under EU rules, this figure must
come down to about three percent
by 2015, so that represents a large
amount of fiscal austerity still to
come.”
Most of the expected economic
growth will likely be seen in the
export sector, which valued at
97 percent of GDP. Irish export
companies are being aided by the
weaker Euro, which has declined
recently against both the US Dollar
and British Pound. This is viewed as
significant because England and the
US purchase more than 40 percent
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Evidence of Economic
Progress
Equity markets reflected the strength
seen in the Irish economic data
and posted gains in 2011, even
when global markets were down
in Euro terms over the course of
the year. Bond yields continued
to fall, reaching lows of roughly 8.5
percent. The key issue here is that
the decline from the peak level in
bond yields was dramatic, as they
had risen above 14 percent at one
stage. The performances seen
in bond and equity markets are
suggestive of improved confidence
and credibility in Ireland, as falling
yields and rising stock prices tend to
be a characteristic of strengthening
economies.
One of the most significant pieces
of economic data was seen in the
current account balance, which
moved into positive territory in
2011. This factor presents a marked
contrast with the other indebted
European countries (such as Greece,
Portugal, Italy, and Spain) which
continue to post current account
deficits. A significant shift was
seen in 2011 as Ireland moved into
surplus territory and reversed the
deficit trends seen in previous years.
This improvement filtered into GDP
figures as well, with most analysts
now expecting growth in Ireland to
increase by 2.5-3.0 percent after the
global economic recovery stabilizes
into 2013.
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margin above the cost of the base
loan values. These changes from the
EU were based on stronger economic
data within the Irish economy and
these lower costs created a benefit
worth nearly four percent of 2011
GDP.
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12.5 percent. As the only Englishspeaking member of the Eurozone,
many multi-national organizations
view Ireland as a strong platform
from which to enter into broader
European markets.
In addition to this, relative costs in
Ireland and in the Euro zone present
other supportive factors. Beginning
in 2008, Irish Labor Union costs
started to see substantial declines,
falling between 10 and 15 percent
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Portfolio Themes in the New
Ireland Fund
The Irish stock market has seen
some drastic changes in the last
two decades, with prices showing
a more than 160 percent rally from
the early 1990s to the peak in 2007.
This was followed by declines of 80
percent the following two years and
since then prices have stabilized
and recovered, showing a gradual
drift higher. But despite this latest
upward movement in Irish stocks,
prices remain nearly 70 percent
below the peak levels achieved
during 2007 bull rally.
In terms of historical price to
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Cost Advantages in Irish
Businesses
Increased confidence in the
Irish economy can be seen in
the tendency of multinational
organizations to invest in the
country’s infrastructure and
labor force. Microsoft recently
announced plans to invest more
than $150 million in a new data
center, building on its alreadylarge presence in Ireland. Eli Lilly
announced an even bigger project,
valued at roughly $330 million, to
build a new factory in the south of
the country, and Paypal, the internet
payment services provider, recently
announced plans to create one
thousand new jobs at its facilities
in Ireland. One of the structural
advantages cited in these plans
is seen with the relatively low
corporate tax rate, which is currently

Increased confidence
in the Irish economy
can be seen in
the tendency of
multinational
organizations to
invest in the country’s
infrastructure and
labor force

in the following years. During the
same period, labor costs in the EU as
a whole rose drastically, increasing
the competitiveness of Irish workers
by 15 percent relative to their
European counterparts.
Similar trends are seen relative
to labor markets in both the US and
UK, and this, combined with the
increasing weakness of the Euro will
only magnify the competitive gains
in Ireland. “We are confident that we
have passed the worst for the Irish
economy, and that we are set for
strong growth in the years ahead.
We certainly don’t expect boomlike conditions in Ireland but a solid
recovery seems in prospect,” says
O’Halloran.
The structural cost advantages
in Ireland are reflected in the fact
that fifty percent of all global
financial services companies have
a presence in the country. Nine
of the ten largest pharmaceutical
companies and 17 of the top 25
medical device companies have a
manufacturing facility in Ireland,
as well. Because of the logistical
advantages present, Ireland remains
an attractive location for well-known
multinational brands to export to
the European market.
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of all Irish exports and this factor
should remain supportive of the
sector as global markets continue to
post recoveries.
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earnings ratios, Irish markets
continue to trade below long term
averages, even with the positive
trends seen in the last three years.
“The Irish market is well-suited
to bottom-up stock picking, and
we are using current price levels
to select companies with strong
international exposure, as these are
the companies most able to benefit
from the export growth expected
in Ireland,” says O’Halloran. The
Fund looks for companies with
strong franchises and balance
sheets as these are the companies
in the best position to capitalize
on the domestic turnaround story
in Ireland. One example can be
seen in CPL Resources, which is an
employment agency with a market
cap close to $100 million.
“CPL Resources is positioned
to benefit from a pick-up in Irish
employment trends. Now the
focus is more on the part time and
contract labor end of the market
but as the economy strengthens,
I would expect an increase in the
permanent labor market as well,”
says O’Halloran. Another example
O’Halloran finds attractive is Ryan
Air, which is an airline that has built
a strong franchise and management
team, and has successfully exported
its services to an international
audience. Ryan Air has structured
its brand using low-fare flights, and

its stable balance sheet has allowed
the company to thrive even when
negative trends were seen plaguing
the airline industry as a whole.
Other investment strategies in
the Fund are based on Ireland’s
burgeoning resource sector. One
example is Dragon Oil, which is an
oil exploration and development
company with strong reserves
and production profiles, creating
consistent cash flows in recent
years. Current price levels for the
company’s stock are viewed as
undervalued and poised to gain
from Ireland’s expected increase in
energy demand.
Fund choices in other sectors
look to capitalize on Ireland’s
long-established strength in the
agricultural sector. One Fund
selection is Glanbia, a growing
manufacturer of dairy foods, and
nutritional supplements. Glanbia is
currently the largest manufacturer
of mozzarella cheese for the North
American pizza market. Another
selection is Origin, which is a smaller
company manufacturing agricultural
food stocks for farmers. In recent
years, the company has been rapidly
expanding into the agronomy
advice services space in Ireland as
well as in Eastern Europe and the
UK. As a whole, the fund looks to
achieve diversification in a variety
of sectors, capitalizing on Ireland’s
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export strength and positioning
for increases in global consumer
demand.
Conclusion
The New Ireland Fund maintains
its positive outlook on the Irish
economy and stock market, as
productivity data suggests that
a credible turnaround will take
place in Ireland as the global
outlook stabilizes. “With corporate
earnings continuing to deliver
robust results, we believe that
the Irish stock market has not yet
priced-in its recovery potential,”
says O’Halloran. “The stocks in our
fund represent some extremely
interesting business models run by
excellent management teams, and a
strong diversification of assets both
domestically and internationally.”
The New Ireland Fund is in a
unique position to find and assess
companies likely to benefit from the
strengthening economic outlook
in Ireland. Economic data suggests
that the country is experiencing a
significant turning point and with
stock prices trading at historically
low prices, the New Ireland Fund
looks set to display an impressive
performance in the coming years. n
At the time of publication, the author
holds no position, long or short, in the
New Ireland Fund.

